From
The General Manager/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula.

To
All CE/(OP)/SE(OP)Xens/SDOs/op,
JE-I, Incharge in UHBVN.

Memo No. Ch- 3/SS-332/loose

Sub: Provision of HT ABC/LT ABC wires over parks.

It has been noted that some parks have been crossed with bare HT and LT wires. These live wires passing over the parks are very unsafe for the public.

1. The matter has been considered by the Nigam and it has been decided that in parks, which are being maintained by any Public/Govt. Departments/Gram Panchayats, the HT/LT lines of the Nigam crossing such parks, be replaced with the HT ABC/LT ABC wires, (as the case may be) by preparing special estimates at the cost of the Nigam.

2. In future crossing over the parks by such lines be avoided and in case it is found un-avoidable then parks be crossed over by providing HT ABC and LT ABC wires.

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and meticulous compliance.

General Manager/Comml.,
UHBVN, Panchkula.